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In this paper we consider the following time constrained scheduling
problem. Given a set of jobs J with execution times e( j) # (0, 1] and an
undirected graph G=(J, E), we consider the problem to find a schedule
for the jobs such that adjacent jobs ( j, j $) # E are assigned to different
machines and that the total execution time for each machine is at most 1.
The goal is to find a minimum number of machines to execute all jobs
under this time constraint. This scheduling problem is a natural general-
ization of the classical bin-packing problem. We propose and analyse
several approximation algorithms with constant absolute worst case ratio
for graphs that can be colored in polynomial time. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let J be a set of jobs with execution times e( j) # R+ (0<e( j)1) and let
G=(J, E) be a conflict graph. We look for a partition of the job set J into inde-
pendent sets U1 , ..., Um such that j # Ui e( j)1 for each 1im. For each edge
e=[ j, j $] # E the corresponding jobs j and j $ must be processed on different
machines. Each independent set Ui has to be executed by one machine with total
execution time at most 1. The goal of the studied problem is to find such a partition
with a minimum number m of machines.
One application of the problem is the assignment of processes to processors. In
this case, we have a set of processes (e.g., multimedia streams) where some of the
processes are not allowed to execute on the same processor. This can be for reason
of fault tolerance (not to schedule two replicas of the same process on the same
cabinet) or for efficiency purposes (better put two cpu intensive processes on dif-
ferent processors). The problem is how to assign a minimum number of processors
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for this set of processes. A second application is given by storing versions of the
same file or a database. Again, for reason of fault tolerance we would like to keep
two replicasversions of the same file on different file server.
A complementary problem has been investigated by Baker and Coffman [1] and
by Irani and Leung [12]. They study the problem of scheduling jobs constrained
by a mutual exclusion graph G where jobs that are in conflict must be executed one
after another. Each job requires one unit of running time and is executed on one
processor. The goal of the complementary problem is to find a schedule with mini-
mum total completion time. If e( j) gives the amount of a given resource (e.g.,
storage, inputoutput device), then we obtain our orginal problem with another
interpretation.
If E is an empty set, this scheduling problem is equal to the classical bin-packing
problem. Furthermore, if j # J e( j)1 then we obtain the problem to compute the
chromatic number /(G) of the conflict graph G. This means that the time con-
strained scheduling problem is NP-complete even if E=< or if j # J e( j)1.
We propose methods which generate approximate solutions for the problem in
polynomial time. We define |H to be the number of machines when the jobs are
assigned by a heuristic H, and |* to be the corresponding optimum number. If
independently of the problem instances, |H\|* holds for a specified constant \,
with \ as small as possible, then \ is called the absolute worst case performance
ratio of heuristic H. The approximation algorithms we propose in this paper work
for conflict graphs belonging to graph classes that are easy (i.e., in polynomial time)
to color.
We notice that no polynomial time algorithm has an absolute worst case ratio
smaller than 1.5 for the bin-packing or the considered scheduling problem, unless
P=NP. This is obvious since such an algorithm could be used to solve the parti-
tion problem [8] in polynomial time. The scheduling problem for an arbitrary
undirected graph is harder to approximate, because Lund and Yannakakis [16]
recently proved that unless P=NP there is an =>0 such that no polynomial time
approximation algorithm for the coloring problem can guarantee a worst case ratio
better than |J | =.
The orthogonal problem, called resource constrained scheduling, where the num-
ber of machines m is given and where the maximum completion time (called
makespan) is minimized was studied before in [3]. In [3] an approximation algo-
rithm is given for the case that we have a priori a k-coloring of the conflict graph.
The algorithm has the worst case ratio (k+2)2 for mk+1, and when mk tends
to infinity the worst case ratio tends to 2. Moreover, Bodlaender et al. [3] proved
that unless P=NP no approximation algorithm can beat the worst case ratio 2.
Furthermore, in [4] the resource constrained scheduling problem with unit-
values (e( j)=1l for each job j # J) was studied. In [4], the computational com-
plexity of this problem is studied for different graph classes like bipartite graphs,
interval graphs and cographs, arbitrary and constant numbers m and l. Baker and
Coffman [1] have proved, e.g., that forests can be scheduled optimally in polyno-
mial time and have investigated scheduling of graphs resulting from a two-dimen-
sional domain decomposition problem. Furthermore, Irani and Leung [12] have
studied on-line algorithms for interval and bipartite graphs. These graphs are
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motivated by traffic intersection control and scheduling in high speed local area
networks.
In this paper, we study seven approximation algorithms for the time constrained
problem. The first algorithm is a direct modification of bin-packing heuristics. In
Section 2, it is shown that the first algorithm does not have a constant worst case
ratio. The other algorithms are based on the composition of two algorithmsa
coloring algorithm and bin-packing heuristics applied on a part of the conflict
graph. The simplest algorithm given in Section 3 uses an optimum coloring and the
next-fit heuristic and has the absolute worst case ratio 3. For first-fit the bound
becomes 2.7 and for first-fit decreasing the bound lies between 2.691 and 2.7.
Applied to bipartite graphs the approximation algorithm generates the ratio 2.
The third algorithm is based on a precoloring method. The main step is to com-
pute a minimum coloring of the conflict graph where the long jobs are separated
or colored differently. Based on this method, we obtain an approximation algo-
rithm with worst case ratio 52 for graphs like interval graphs, split graphs, cographs
and further graphs; see Section 4. More involved coloring methods are studied in
Section 5. We obtain approximation algorithms with worst case bounds 73 ,
11
5 and
15
7 . The last algorithm is a general separation method that works for cographs and
partial K-trees. Based on this separation method we obtain an approximation algo-
rithm with worst case ratio 2+= for these two graph classes. This result implies
approximation with factor 2+= for any class of graphs with a constant upper
bound on the treewidth (e.g., outerplanar graphs, series parallel graphs and Halin
graphs).
2. DIRECT BINPACKING
In this section, we analyse an algorithm that is a direct modification of the
bin-packing heuristics. For a survey on the bin-packing problem we refer to [6].
First, we describe the bin-packing problem and three important approximation
algorithms.
The bin-packing problem is stated as follows [14]. Let L=(a1 , ..., an) be a list
of real positive numbers ai (0<ai1). The problem is to place the elements of L
into a minimum number |*(L) of bins such that no bin contains numbers whose
sum exceeds the capacity 1. We index the bins as B1 , B2 , ..., initially filled to level
zero, and we place the numbers a1 , ..., an in the given order of the list L. The well-
known bin-packing heuristics NF (Next Fit), FF (First Fit), and FFD (First Fit
Decreasing) can be described as follows:
Algorithm (NF ). To place ai , take the highest index j such that Bj is filled to
level ;>0. If ;+ai1 then place ai into Bj ; otherwise place ai into the next empty
bin Bj+1.
Algorithm (FF ). To place ai , find the smallest j such that Bj is filled to level
;1&ai and place ai into Bj .
Algorithm (FFD). Arrange the list L=(a1 , ..., an) into non-increasing order
and apply the algorithm (FF ) on the derived list.
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It is not difficult to show that the number of bins used in the Next Fit packing
|NF(L) is at most 2|*(L). The best bound on the performance of FF is given in
[7] where they show that
|FF(L)W 1710|*(L)X.
Currently, the best bound on the performance of FFD has been obtained by Minyi
[17] who shows that
|FFD(L) 119 |*(L)+1.
Therefore, the asymptotic worst case ratio of the FF heuristic is 1710 while FFD has
an asymptotic worst case ratio of 119 . SimchiLevi [18] studied the absolute worst
case ratio of both heuristics and proved that |FF(L)|*(L)1.75 and that
|FFD(L)|*(L)1.5.
Now, we describe the first algorithm for the scheduling problem. We index the
independent sets U1 , U2 , ..., initially defined as empty sets and we place the jobs
j # J in the order of a given list L=( j1 , ..., jn).
Algorithm 1(NF ). To place ji , take the highest index k such that Uk{<. If
Uk _ [ ji] remains independent and c( ji)+j # Uk c( j)1 then place ji into Uk ;
otherwise place ji into the next empty set Uk+1.
Algorithm 1(FF ). To place ji , find the smallest index k such that Uk _ [ ji] is
independent and that c( ji)+j # Uk c( j)1 and place ji into Uk .
Algorithm 1(FFD). Arrange the list L=( j1 , ..., jn) into non-increasing order
e( j1) } } } e( jn) and apply the Algorithm 1(FF ) on the derived list.
As abbreviations for the algorithms we use Alg 1(NF ), Alg 1(FF ) and
Alg 1(FFD).
Theorem 1. There is a problem instance (G=(J, E), e) with unit-execution times
e( j)=1k for each job j # J (with k=|J |2) and a list L=( j1 , ..., jn) such that
|Alg 1 (NF )=|Alg 1 (FF )=|Alg 1 (FFD)=O( |J | ) } |*.
Proof. Let J be [a1 , ..., ak] _ [b1 , ..., bk] and let E be [[ai , bj] | 1i{jk].
As list L we use (a1 , b1 , ..., ak , bk). Then, Algorithm 1 generates k independent sets
[a1 , b1], ..., [ak , bk]. On the other hand, the optimum solution is given by two
independent sets [a1 , ..., ak] and [b1 , ..., bk]. Therefore, |*=2 and |Alg 1(NF )=
|Alg 1(FF )=|Alg 1(FFD)=|J |2. K
3. COLORING METHOD
In this section, we propose a method which generates the constant worst case
ratio 2.7 for graphs that can be colored in polynomial time. The algorithm com-
putes in the first step a minimum coloring and applies then a bin-packing heuristic
to each color set.
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Algorithm 2.
Step 1. Compute a minimum partition into independent sets U1 , ..., U/(G) for
the conflict graph G.
Step 2. Apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to each independent
set Ui , 1i/(G).
As above, we denote with Alg 2(NF ), Alg 2(FF ) and Alg 2(FFD) the corre-
sponding composed algorithms.
Theorem 2.
|Alg 2 (NF )3 } |*.
Proof. Let U (1)i , ..., U
(li)
i be the independent sets generated by the NF algorithm
applied on Ui . Each of these independent sets can be processed on one machine
with execution time at most 1. We obtain the following (in)-equalities:
(a) |Alg 2(NF )=/(G)i=1 li .
(b) |*/(G).
(c) |*>/(G)i=1, li>1 wli 2x.
The inequality (c) is true, since in the NF algorithm the levels of neighbouring
bins Bi , Bi+1 satisfy: bi+bi+1>1. We can transform (c) directly into
(c$) i : li>1 li<2|*+i : li>1 1.
The (in-) equalities (a), (b) and (c$) imply
|Alg 2(NF )= :
i : li=1
li+ :
i : li>1
li
2 } |*+ :
i : li1
1
=2 } |*+/(G)3 } |*. K
We note that there is a set of instances with asymptotically worst case bound 3
for Alg 2(NF ). Let l be an even number. As job set we take J (l)=C (l) _
U (l)1 _ U
(l)
2 where C
(l)=[c1 , ..., cl2] and U
(l)
i =[ui, 1 , ..., ui, l] for i=1, 2. The edge
set in the conflict graph is:
E (l)=[[c, c$] | c, c$ # C (l), c{c$] _ [[c, u1, j] | 1 jl, c # C (l)].
The execution times of the jobs are: e(c)=$, e(u1, j)=3$ and e(u2, j)=12&$ where
$=13l.
The chromatic number of the conflict graph is l2+1 and an optimum solution
is given by l2+1 independent sets:
[u2, 1 , u2, 2 , c1], ..., [u2, l&1, u2, l , cl2], [u1, 1 , ..., u1, l].
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Another minimum partition into independent sets of G is:
[c1], ..., [cl2], [u2, 1 , u1, 1 , ..., u2, l , u1, l].
The bin-packing heuristic NF applied to last set generates l independent sets
[u2, 1 , u1, 1 , ..., [u2, l , u1, l], and in total the heuristic Alg 2(NF ) generates l2+l
sets.
Comparing both values, we get
lim
l  
l2+l
l2+1
=3.
Theorem 3. If G=(J, E) is a bipartite graph, then |Alg 2(NF )2 } |*.
Proof. We obtain as above |Alg 2(NF )=l1+l2 . For l1 , l2>1 the inequality (c)
implies |*wl1 2x+wl2 2x+1(l1+l2)2. In this case |Alg 2(NF )=l1+l22|*.
For l1=l2=1 we have |Alg 2(NF )=|*. The remaining case is l1=1 and l2>1. Let
b1 , ..., bl2 be the execution times of the constructed independent sets. Since the bin-
packing heuristic NF is applied to the large set U2 , we get the inequalities
b1+b2 , b3+b4 , ..., bl2&1+bl2>1.
We obtain that |*>wl2 2x. If l2 is an even number then l2<2|* or l22|*&1.
If l2 is odd then l2<2|*+1. Since 2|*+1 is also odd, we have l22|*&1.
Therefore, |Alg 2(NF )=1+l21+2|*&12 } |*. K
The bound 2 } |* can be achieved even for Alg 2(FFD). As example we take 7
jobs J=[ j1 , ..., j7] with one edge [ j2 , j7] in the conflict graph. As execution times
we choose e( j1)=12&=2, e( j2)=12&=, e( j3)=13+=, e( j4)=13, e( j5)=16,
e( j6)=16, and e( j7)==2.
An optimum solution is given by two color sets U=[ j1 , j4 , j5 , j7] and U$=
[ j2 , j3 , j6], both with processing times e(U)=e(U$)=1. Another possible 2-color-
ing is given by [ j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 , j5 , j6] and [ j7]. If we apply FFD on these two sets,
we obtain four sets [ j1 , j2], [ j3 , j4 , j5], [ j6] and [ j7]. This gives us the ratio
|ALG 2(FFD)|*=2.
Theorem 4.
|Alg 2(FF )2.7 } |*.
Proof. Let U1 , ..., U/(G) be a minimum partition of G into independent sets. We
define a weighting function W: [0, 1]  [0, 85] as in [7]:
W(:)={
65:
95:&110
65:+110
65:+410
for 0:16,
for 16<:13,
for 13<:12,
for 12<:1.
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Furthermore, let W (U)=: # U W(e(:)) and W =: # J W(e(:)). Using a result
about the weighting function in [7] for each color class, the number of bins
generated by FF on a set Ui is bounded by W (Ui)+1. This implies that the total
number of bins
|Alg 2(FF ) :
/(G)
i=1
W (Ui)+1
is at most W +/(G). Again, we know from [7] that the weight W 1.7 } |*(L)
where |*(L) is the minimum number of bins in a packing for all jobs without the
incompatibility constraint. It is clear that |*(L)|*(G). Therefore, |Alg 2(FF )
W +/(G)1.7 } |*(L)+/(G)1.7|*(G)+|*(G)=2.7|*(G). K
The bound 2.7 can be achieved asymptotically for Alg 2(FF ) and the worst case
ratio for Alg 2(FFD) lies between 2.691 and 2.7. As job set for Alg 2(FF ) we take
[ai, k , bi,k | 1i10, 1kl] _ [ck , dk | 1k10l] and as edge set E (l)=
[[dk , dk$] | 1k{k$10l]. The execution times are described in the following
table. We assume that $<<=.
jobs execution times
a1, k , ..., a5, k
1
6
+
=
3k
&$
a6, k , ..., a10, k
1
6
&
=
3k+1
&$
b1, k , ..., b5, k
1
3
+
=
3k&1
&$
b6, k , ..., b10, k
1
3
&
=
3k
&$
c1 , ..., c10l
1
2
+$
d1 , ..., d10l $.
Denote the set of all ai, k , bi, k and ci by A, B and C, respectively. An optimum
coloring of the conflict graph is given by the independent sets A _ [d1], B _ [d2],
C _ [d3] and [di] for 4i10l. If we apply FF on the set A with given list
(a1, 1 , a2, 1 , a3, 1 , a6, 1 , a7, 1 , a4, 1 , a5, 1 , a8, 1 , a9, 1 , a10,1 , a1, 2 , ...),
the bin B2(k&1)+1 consists of [a1, k , a2, k , a3, k , a6, k , a7, k] and the bin B2k consists of
[a4, k , a5, k , a8, k , a9, k , a10, k] for 1kl. Therefore, FF on A _ [d1] gives 2l sets.
Applying FF on the list (b1,1 , b6, 1 , ..., b5, 1 , b10, 1 , b1,2 , ...) generates 5l sets
[bi, k , bi+5, k]. Furthermore, FF on C _ [d3] generates 10l sets. In total, algorithm
Alg 2(FF ) gives 2l+5l+10l+10l&3=27l&3 sets.
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On the other hand, an optimum solution of the scheduling problem has at most
10l+2 sets:
job sets indices number of sets
[ai, k , b5+i, k , c5(k&1)+i , d5(k&1)+i] 1i5, 1kl 5l
[a5+i,k&2 , bi, k , c5(l +k&3)+i , d5(l+k&3)+i] 1i5, 3kl 5l&10
[c10(l&1)+i , d10(l&1)+i , bi, 1] 1i5 5
[c10(l&1)+5+i , d10(l&1)+5+i , bi, 2] 1i5 5
[a6, l &1 , ..., a10, l&1] 1
[a6, l , ..., a10, l] 1
Comparing both values, we obtain
lim
l  
27l&3
10l+2
=2.7
For Alg 2(FFD) we construct the instance as follows. We take k series (k<<l)
of l jobs ai, 1 , ..., ai, l with execution times
e(ai, 1)= } } } =e(ai, l)=
1
(bi+1)
+=
where the sequence bi is defined recursively:
b1=1
bi=bi&1 } (bi&1+1) for i2.
Furthermore, we take l jobs a1 , ..., al with execution times e(ai)==. The edge set
E (l) is equal to [[ai , aj] | 1i< jl]. We take an =<1((k+1) bk+1). The first
values of the execution times above are 12+=,
1
3+=,
1
7+=, 1(6 } 7+1)+=, ... . Notice,
that the sum of the first k execution times kj=1 (bj+1)
&1 is equal to 1&1(bk+1).
An optimum solution is given by l independent sets Ui=[ai , a1, i , ..., ak, i]
(1il) with total processing time e(Ui)=(k+1) =+kj=1 (bj+1)
&1=(k+1) =
+1&1bk+1<1.
On the other hand, a possible coloring of the conflict graph is also given by k
independent sets Ui=[ai , ai, 1 , ..., ai,l] (1ik) and l&k independent sets
Ui=[ai] (k+1il). If we apply FFD on a set Ui of the first type, we get WlbiX
sets. In total, the algorithm Alg 2(FFD) generates
:
k
i=1 
l
bi|+(l&k)
independent sets. Using k<<l and limk   ki=1 1bi=1.691..., the quotient
|Alg 2(FFD)|* tends to 2.691... for k, l  .
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4. PRECOLORING METHOD
In this section, we analyse an approximation method where the ‘‘long’’ jobs
J =[ j # J | e( j)> 12] are colored differently. We denote with /J (G) the minimum
number of colors in a coloring with this property. This problem is known in the
literature as the precoloring extension problem 1&PrExt. Given an undirected
graph G=(V, E) and k different vertices v1 , ..., vk # V, the problem is to find a mini-
mum coloring f of G such that f (vi)=i for 1ik. This problem is solvable in
polynomial time for interval graphs, forests, split graphs, complements of bipartite
graphs, cographs, partial K-trees and complements of Meyniel graphs [2, 3, 10, 11,
13, 15]. For the definitions of these graph classes we refer to [5, 9]. On the other
hand, 1&PrExt is NP-complete for bipartite graphs [3]. Unknown is the com-
putational complexity of 1&PrExt e.g. for chordal graphs [11].
Algorithm 3.
Step 1. Let J be the jobs j # J with execution time e( j)> 12 .
Step 2. Compute a partition into independent sets U1 , ..., U/J (G) for the con-
flict graph G where |Ui & J |1 for each 1i/J (G).
Step 3. Apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to each independent set
Ui , 1i/J (G).
As above, we denote with Alg 3(NF ), Alg 3(FF ) and Alg 3(FFD) the correspond-
ing composed algorithms. We can apply these algorithms for graph classes, where
the graph problem 1&PrExt is solvable in polynomial time. We notice that the set
of instances in Theorem 2 generates the ratio 3 for Alg 3(NF ).
Lemma 5. Let L be a list of positive numbers a1 , ..., an1 with al> 12 for at most
one index l, let B1 , ..., Bm (with m>2) be the bins generated by FF on L. If bi is the
level of bin Bi for 1im, then
:
m
i=1
bi 23 } m&
1
2.
Proof. Let Bk be the bin which contains al . If all levels bi 23 for 1i<m, then
the sum
:
m
i=1
bi 23(m&2)+bm&1+bm>
2
3 (m&2)+1>
2
3 m&
1
2.
Let us assume that there is an index j<m such that bj< 23. We choose the smallest
index j with this property. It follows that bj $ 23 for each j $<j. Since bj<
2
3, each
number x in the bins Bj+1 , ..., Bm is larger than 13 . If m=k we define m$=m&1
(otherwise we define m$=m). Since ai 12 for i{l, the bins Bj+1 , ..., Bm$&1 (with
exception of Bk) contain at least two integers and, therefore, the levels
bj+1 , ..., bm$&1 (with exeception of bk) are larger than 23 .
If kj, then bj+bm>1 and mi=1 bi>
2
3 (m&2)+1. If k=m, the bin levels
b1 , ..., bj&1 , bj+1 , ..., bm&2 23 and bj+bm&1+bm>
3
2. In this case, the sum
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mi=1 bi
2
3 (m&3)+
3
2=
2
3m&
1
2. In the remaining case with j<k<m, we have
bj+bk+bm> 32 and the sum 
m
i=1 bi is again larger than
2
3m&
1
2 . K
Theorem 6.
|Alg 3(FF )2.5 } |*.
Proof. We consider a partition into independent sets U1 , ..., U/J (G) where /J (G)
is the minimum number of colors in a coloring such that the precoloring for J is
fulfilled. We denote with ki the number of bins generated by FF on Ui . Now, we
define
a=|[i | 1i/J (G), ki=1, Ui & J {<]|,
b=|[i | 1i/J (G), ki=1, Ui & J =<]|.
Lemma 5 implies that the following inequality is true:
|*
a
2
+ :
i : ki=2
1+ :
i : ki>2
_23 } ki&
1
2& .
This inequality can be transformed into
:
i : ki>2
ki 32|*&
3
4a& :
i : ki=2
3
2+ :
i : ki>2
3
4 .
Algorithm 3 composed with FF generates
|Alg 3(FF )=a+b+ :
i : ki=2
2+ :
i : ki>2
ki
 32|*+[
1
4]a+b+ :
i : ki=2
1
2+ :
i : ki>2
3
4
 32|*+a+b+ :
i : ki=2
1+ :
i : ki>2
1.
Since a+b+i : ki>1 1=/J (G) and /J (G)|*, the last four terms together can be
bounded by |*. This generates the upper bound 2.5. K
Corollary 7. The algorithm Alg 3(FF ) runs in polynomial time and has the
absolute worst case ratio 2.5 on the following graph classes: cographs, interval graphs,
partial K-trees for constant K, split graphs, complements of bipartite graphs and com-
plements of Meyniel graphs.
The bound 2.5 can be achieved asymptotically for Alg 3(FF ) and the worst case
ratio for Alg 3(FFD) lies between 2.423 and 2.5. As job set for Alg 3(FF ) we take
[ai, k | 1i2l, 1kl] _ [bk | 1kl2] _ [ck | 1kl2+l+1] and as
edge set E (l)=[[ck , ck$] | 1k{k$l2+l+1]. The execution times are
described in the following table. We assume that $<<=.
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jobs execution times
a1, k , ..., al, k
1
3&3
k&1 } =&$
al+1, k , ..., a2l, k
1
3+3
k } =&$
b1 , ..., bl2
1
3+$
c1 , ..., cl2+l+1 $.
Denote the set of all ai, k and bk by A and B, respectively. An optimum coloring
of the conflict graph is given by l independent sets [ai,k | 1i2l] _ [ck] (for
1kl), by one set B _ [cl+1] and l
2 sets [ck] for l+2kl2+l+1. FF on
the list (a1, k , al+1, k , ..., al,k , a2l, k) generates l sets [ai, k , al+i, k]. Therefore, FF on
the first l sets produces l2 sets. Furthermore, FF on B _ [cl+1] generates Wl
22X
sets. In total, algorithm Alg 3(FF ) produces 2l2+Wl22X=W 52 l
2X sets.
On the other hand, an optimum solution of the scheduling problem has only
l2+l+1 sets:
job sets indices number of sets
[al+i, k , ai, k+1 , bl(k&1)+i , cl(k&1)+i] 1il, 1k<l l(l&1)
[ai, 1 , al+1, l , cl(l&1)+i] 1il l
[bl(l&1)+i , cl2+i] 1il l
[cl2+l+1] 1
Comparing both values, we obtain
lim
l  
W 52l
2X
l2+l+1
=2.5.
We construct the instance for Alg 3(FFD) as follows. First, we take one series of
2l jobs a1,.1 , ..., a1, 2l with execution times
e(a1, 1)= } } } =e(a1, 2l)= 13+=.
Next, we use k series (k<<l) of l jobs ai, 1 , ..., ai, l (2ik+1) with execution
times
e(ai, 1)= } } } =e(ai, l)=
1
(bi+1)
+=
where the sequence bi is defined recursively:
b2=3 for i=2.
bi=bi&1 } (bi&1+1) for i>2.
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Furthermore, we take l jobs a1 , ..., al with execution times e(ai)== and the edge
set [[ai , aj] | 1i<jl]. Here, we use =<1((k+3) bk+2). The first values of the
execution times ai, k are 13+=,
1
4+=,
1
13+=, 1(12 } 13+1)+=, ... . The sum of the
values k+1j=2 (bj+1)
&1+ 23 is equal to 1&1(bk+2).
An optimum solution is given by l independent sets Ui=[ai , a1, i , a1, l+i ,
a2, i , ..., ak+1, i] with e(Ui)=(k+3)=+23+
k+1
j=2 (bj+1)
&1=(k+3)=+1&1(bk+2)<1.
On the other hand, a coloring is also given by one independent set U1=
(a1 , a1, 1 , ..., a1, 2l], k independent sets Ui=[ai , ai, 1 , ..., ai, l] (2ik+1) and
l&k&1 independent sets Ui=[ai] (k+2il). If we apply FFD on U1 , we
generate l independent sets. If we apply FFD on Ui (2ik+1), we get WlbiX
sets. In total, the algorithm Alg 3(FFD) generates at least
(l&k&1)+l+ :
k+1
i=2 
l
bi|
independent sets. Using k<<l and limk   k+1i=2 (1bi)=0.423..., the quotient
|Alg 3(FFD)|* tends to 2.423... for k, l  .
5. GENERAL COLORING METHODS
In this section, we study three approximation methods for the scheduling
problem where the worst case ratio becomes 2+1k with different constants
k=3, 5 and 7. The methods can be applied to cographs and partial K-trees.
In the first algorithm we consider the job set J =[ j # J | e( j)>1k] where k>1
is a positive integer. Notice, that an independent set U in a solution of the schedul-
ing problem can have at most k&1 jobs of J . Therefore, we compute in the first
step of the algorithm a coloring of the conflict graph where at most k&1 jobs lie
in one color set. Then, in the second step we apply as in the other algorithms a bin-
packing heuristic.
Algorithm 4.
Step 1. Let J be the jobs j # J with execution time e( j)>1k (where k # N
and k>1).
Step 2. Compute a minimum coloring with independent sets U1 , ..., Um(G)
for the conflict graph G where |Ui & J |k&1, 1im.
Step 3. Apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to each independent set
Ui , 1im.
Lemma 8. Let L be a list of positive numbers a1 , ..., an1 with at most two num-
bers al , al$> 13 , let B1 , ..., Bm (with m>2) be the bins generated by FF on L. If bi
is the level of bin Bi for 1im, then
:
m
i=1
bi 34 } m&
3
4.
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Proof. For m=3 using the FF-property, we have b1+b2>1, b2+b3>1 and
b1+b3>1. This implies b1+b2+b3> 32=
3
4 } 2.
Now, we assume that m>3. Let Bk , Bk$ be the bins which contain al , al$ , respec-
tively. We define m$ as the maximum index of a bin unequal Bk and Bk$ . Notice that
m$m&2. If all levels bi 34 for 1i<m$, then the sum
:
m
i=1
bi 34 (m&3)+
3
2=
3
4 m&
3
4.
Otherwise, we assume that there is an index j<m$ such that bj< 34 . We choose the
smallest index j with this property. It follows that bj $ 34 for each j $<j. Since bj<
3
4 ,
each number x in the bins Bj+1 , ..., Bm is larger than 14 . Since ai
1
3 for i{l, l$, the
bins Bj+1 , ..., Bm$&1 (with exeception of Bk , Bk$) are filled more than 34 .
By case analysis, we show that mi=1 bi
3
4 (m&1).
kj, k=k$ or k$j. Here, we have at most three critical bins and obtain
mi=1 bi
3
4 (m&3)+
3
2 .
k=m or k$=m. By symmetry and the first case, we consider only k=m and
j<k$<m. If k$<m$ then bj , bk$ 23 and bm$+bm>1. Now, let k$>m$. The bin Bm$
can have one, two or three numbers and each number y # Bm$ lies in the interval
( 14 ,
1
3]. In the case that Bm$ has only one element bj , bk$ , bk>
2
3 and bj+bm$+bk$+
bm> 43+1. If Bm$ has at least two elements, then bj+bm$>1+
1
4 and bk$+bm>1. In
all these cases, the sum of the levels gives at least 34 (m&4)+
9
4=
3
4(m&1).
j<k<k$<m. In this case m$ is equal to m. Let y be a number in Bm . Again,
we know that y # ( 14 ,
1
3]. This implies that bk , bk$>
2
3 , and, therefore, bj+bk+bk$+
bm> 73. In total, 
m
i=1 bi
3
4 (m&4)+
7
3>
3
4 (m&1). K
Theorem 9. For k=3,
|Alg 4(FF )2.3 } |*.
Proof. Here, Lemma 8 implies the following inequality:
|*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_34 ki&
3
4& .
Using the fact that the number of independent set m|*, we have
|Alg 4(FF )=a+b+ :
ki=2
2+ :
ki3
ki
 43|*+b+
1
3 a+ :
ki=2
2
3+ :
ki3
1
 43|*+m
7
3 |*. K
The bound 2.3 can be achieved for k4 and Alg 4(FF ). This implies that the
worst case ratio 2.3 cannot be improved using larger numbers k4. To prove this
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for k=4 we construct the conflict graph G (l)=(J (l), E (l)) as follows. As job set J (l)
we take the union of [ai, k | 1i4, 1k2l] and [bk | 1k3l] and as edge
set E (l)=[[bk , bk$] | 1k<k$3l]. The execution times of the jobs are
jobs execution times
a1, k
1
2
&=&$
a2, k 2=&$
a3, k
1
2
+
=
2k&1
&$
a4, k
1
2
&
=
2k
&$
b1 , ..., b3l $<<=
An optimum coloring where each color set contains at most three jobs larger
than 14 is given by independent sets Uk=[ai, k | 1i4] _ [bk] for 1k2l and
Uk=[bk] for 2l+1k3l. Notice that G (l) contains a clique of size 3l. If we
apply FF on these color sets, we get 6l+l=7l sets.
On the other hand, an optimum solution for the scheduling problem has at most
3l+1 sets:
job sets indices number of sets
[a4, k , a3, k+1 , bk] 1k<2l 2l&1
[a1, k , a1, l+k , b2l&1+k] 1kl l
[a3, 1 , a2, 1 , ..., a2, 2l , b3l] 1
[a4, 2l] 1
In total, liml   (7l(3l+1))=73.
In the second method, we allow that a color set has at most l jobs with execution
time in the interval (1(l+1), 1l] for each 1lk. We have to compute an
optimum coloring such that each color set satisfies this property. In the second step
of the approximation algorithm we use again a bin-packing heuristic.
Algorithm 5.
Step 1. Let J l be the jobs j # J with execution time e( j) # (1(l+1), 1l] (for
each 1lk).
Step 2. Compute a minimum coloring with independent sets U1 , ..., Um(G)
for the conflict graph G where |Ui & J l |l for each 1lk and 1im.
Step 3. Sort the jobs with execution time e( j)>1(k+1) in each independent
set Ui , 1im.
Step 4. Apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to each independent set
Ui , 1im.
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Lemma 10. Let k be a positive integer and let L be a list of positive numbers
1a1 } } } an$>1(k+1)an$+1 , ..., an where |[ j | aj # (1(l+1), 1l]]|l for
1lk. If B1 , ..., Bm are the bins generated by FF on L and if bi is the level
of bin Bi , 1im, then for mk+1:
:
m
i=1
bi
k+1
k+2
} (m&k&1)+
k(k&1)
k+1
+1.
Moreover, for m=k2 we get:
:
k
i=1
bi
(k&2)(k&1)
k
+1.
Proof. For m=k+1, the last bin Bk+1 contains at least one number
y1(k+1)the other numbers larger than 1(k+1) can be placed into the first
k bins. Then, b1 , ..., bkk(k+1) and
:
k+1
i=1
bi= :
k&1
i=1
bi+bk+bk+1
(k&1)k
k+1
+1.
Therefore, the inequality is true for m=k+1 and also for m=k.
Let m>k+1. If all levels bk+1 , ..., bm&1(k+1)(k+2), then the assertion
follows directly. We assume that there is an index k+1j<m such that bj<
(k+1)(k+2). Choosing the smallest index j with this property, bj $(k+1)
(k+2) for k+1j $<j. Since bj<(k+1)(k+2), each number x in the further
bins Bj+1 , ..., Bm&1 is larger than 1(k+2) and each of these bins contains at least
k+1 numbers (note that each of these numbers lies in the interval (1(k+2),
1(k+1)]). Since Bj contains at least k+1 numbers and bj<(k+1)(k+2), there
is at least one number y # Bj with y<1(k+2). From this reason we know that
b1 , ..., bk>(k+1)(k+2). In total, we have
b1 , ..., bj&1, bj+1 , ..., bm&1
k+1
k+2
,
bj+bm>1.
Therefore, the sum of the levels can be bounded as follows:
:
m
i=1
bi>
k+1
k+2
(m&2)+1=
k+1
k+2
(m&k&1)+
k+1
k+2
(k&1)+1

k+1
k+2
(m&k&1)+
(k&1)k
k+1
+1. K
The right sides of the inequalities above have the following values for k=1, 2, 3
and 4. These values will be used later in the proof of the next theorem.
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k=1 : 23(m&2)+1=
2
3m&
1
3
k=2 : 34(m&3)+
5
3=
3
4m&
7
12
k=3 : 45(m&4)+
5
2=
4
5m&
7
10
k=4 : 56(m&5)+
17
5 =
5
6m&
23
30
Theorem 11. For k=1, 2, 3, 4
|Alg 5(FF )\2+ 1k+1+ } |*.
Proof. The proof works similar as Theorem 6. Here, Lemma 10 implies the
following inequalities for k=1, 2, 3, 4:
1 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_23 ki&
1
3&
2 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_34 ki&
7
12&
3 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
5
3
+ :
ki4
_45 ki&
7
10&
4 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
5
3
+ :
ki=4
5
2
+ :
ki5
_56 ki&
23
30& .
With the same method as in Theorem 6, we get as bound for |Alg 5(FF )
a+b+ki>1 ki the values 2.5, 2.3 , 2.25, and 2.2 for k=1, 2, 3 and 4, respec-
tively. K
The bound 2+ 15 can be achieved for Alg 5(FFD) and k4. This implies that
the worst case ratio 115 of Alg 5(FFD) cannot be improved using larger numbers
k5. To prove this for k=4 we construct the conflict graph G(l)=(J (l), E (l)) as
follows. As job set J (l) we take the union of [ai, k | 1i7, 1k2l] and
[bk | 1k5l] and as edge set E (l)=[[bk , bk$] | 1k<k$5l]. The execution
times of the jobs are
jobs execution times
a1, k 34+4
k&1=&$
a2, k 38+4
k&1=2&$
a3, k 38+4
k&1=2&$
a4, k 14+4
k&1=&$
a5, k 14&4
k&1=4&$
a6, k 14&4
k&1=4&$
a7, k 14&4
k&1=4&$
bk $<<=
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An optimum coloring where each color set contains at most l jobs j # J with
execution times e( j) # (1(l+1), 1l] for 1l4 is given by independent sets
Uk=[ai, k | 1i7] _ [bk] for 1k2l and Uk=[bk] for 2l+1k5l.
Notice that G (l) contains a clique of size 5l. If we apply FFD on these color sets,
we get 8l+3l=11l sets.
On the other hand, an optimum solution for the scheduling problem has 5l+1
sets:
job sets indices number of sets
[a1, k , a5, k+1 , bk] 1k2l&1 2l&1
[a2, k , a3, k , a6, k+1 , b2l&1+k] 1k2l&1 2l&1
[a4, k , a7, k+1 , a4, l+k , a7, l+k+1 , b4l&2+k] 1kl&1 l&1
[a4, l , a7, l+1 , a5, 1 , a6, 1 , b5l&2] 1
[a1, 2l , b5l&1] 1
[a2, 2l , a3, 2l , b5l] 1
[a7, 1 , a4, 2l] 1
In total, liml  (11l(5l+1))=2.2.
Algorithm 6.
Step 1. Let J l be the jobs j # J with execution time e( j) # (1(l+1), 1] (for
each 1lk).
Step 2. Compute a minimum coloring with independent sets U1 , ..., Um(G)
for the conflict graph G where |Ui & J l |l for each 1lk and 1im.
Step 3. Sort the jobs with execution time e( j)>1(k+1) in each independent
set Ui , 1im.
Step 4. Apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to each independent set
Ui , 1im.
Lemma 12. Let k be a positive integer and let L be a list of positive numbers 1
a1 } } } an>1(k+1) where |[ j | 1jn, aj # (1(l+1), 1]]|l for 1lk.
If B1 , ..., Bm is the set of non-empty bins generated by FF on L and if bi is the level
of bin Bi , 1im, then
1 for m=2
:
m
i=1
bi{ 74 for m=331
11 for m=4.
Proof. m=2. We get directly b1+b2>1.
m=3. Let y be a number in the last bin B3 . Since we have at most three
numbers in ( 14 , 1], at most two in (
1
3 , 1] and at most one in (
1
2 , 1], we get that
y 14. Therefore, b1 , b2
3
4 and b1+b2+b3
3
4+1.
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m=4. Again, let y be a number in the last bin B4 . Here, we can show that
y 111 since the other larger numbers are placed into the first three bins. Then,
using y 111 , we obtain b1 , b2 , b3
10
11 and b1+b2+b3+b4
20
11+1. K
Lemma 13. Let k be a positive integer 3k10, let L be a list of positive num-
bers 1a1...an$>1(k+1)an$+1 , ..., an where |[ j | aj # (1(l+1), 1]]|l for
1lk. If B1 , ..., Bm is the set of bins generated by FF on L and if bi is the level
of bin Bi , 1im, then for m4:
:
m
i=1
bi
k+1
k+2
} (m&4)+
2k
k+1
+1.
Proof. The proof goes in the same way as Lemma 10. K
The right sides of the inequalities above have the following values for k=3, 4, 5
and 6. These values will be used later in the proof of the next theorem.
k=3 : 45(m&4)+
5
2=
4
5m&
7
10
k=4 : 56(m&4)+
13
5 =
5
6m&
11
15
k=5 : 67(m&4)+
8
3=
6
7m&
16
21
k=6 : 78(m&4)+
19
7 =
7
8m&
11
14
Theorem 14. For k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
|Alg 6(FF )\2+ 1k+1+ } |*.
Proof. Here, Lemma 13 and Lemma 12 imply the following inequalities for
k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:
k=1 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_23 ki&
1
3&
k=2 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_34 ki&
7
12&
k=3 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
7
4
+ :
ki4
_45 ki&
7
10&
k=4 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
7
4
+ :
ki4
_56 ki&
11
15&
k=5 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
7
4
+ :
ki4
_67 ki&
16
21&
k=6 : |*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki=3
7
4
+ :
ki4
_78 ki&
11
14&
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Using the same method as in Theorem 6, we get as bound for |Alg 5(FF )=
a+b+ki>1 ki the values 2
1
2 , 2
1
3 , 2
1
4 , 2
1
5 , 2
1
6 , and 2
1
7 for k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. K
The bound 2+ 17 can be achieved for Alg 6(FFD) and k6. This implies that
the worst case ratio 157 of Alg 6(FFD) cannot be improved using larger numbers
k7. To prove this for k=6 we construct the conflict graph G(l)=(J (l), E (l)) as
follows. As job set J (l) we take the union of [ai, k | 1i4, 1k4l] and
[bk | 1k7l] and as edge set E (l)=[[bk , bk$] | 1k<k$7l]. The execution
times of the jobs are
jobs execution times
a1, k 34+k=&$
a2, k for odd k3 12&2
k&1=&$
a2, k for even k 12&$
a2, k for k=1 12&$
a3, k for even k 14+2
k2=&$
a3, k for odd k3 14+[2
k&1+2(k+1)2] =&$
a3, k for k=1 14+2=&$
a4, k 14&(k&1) =&$
bk $<<=
An optimum coloring where each color set contains at most l jobs j # J with
execution times e( j) # (1(l+1), 1] for 1l7 is given by independent sets Uk=
[ai, k | 1i4] _ [bk] for 1k4l and Uk=[bk] for 4l+1k7l. Notice
that G(l) contains a clique of size 7l. If we apply FFD on these color sets, we get
12l+3l=15l sets.
On the other hand, an optimum solution for the scheduling problem has 7l+1 sets:
job sets indices number of sets
[a1, k , a4, k+1 , bk] 1k4l&1 4l&1
[a3, 2k&1 , a3, 2k , a2, 2k+1 , b4l&1+k] 1k2l&1 2l&1
[a2, 4k&2 , a2, 4k , b6l&2+k] 1kl l
[a4, 1 , a3, 4l&1 , a3,4l , b7l&1] 1
[a1, 4l , b7l] 1
[a2, 1] 1
In total, liml  (15l(7l+1))=2
1
7 .
6. APPROXIMATION CLOSE 2
In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm to get the worst case ratio
2+(1(k+1)) for any constants k # N. Using this method we obtain approximation
algorithms with the worst case bound 2+= for cographs and partial K-trees.
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Algorithm 7.
Step 1. Let J 0=[ j # J | e( j) # ( 34 , 1]], J 1=[ j # J | e( j) # (
1
2 ,
3
4]] and J l=
[ j # J | e( j) # (1(l+1), 1l]] for each 2lk.
Step 2. Compute a minimum coloring of the confict graph G with inde-
pendent sets U1 , ..., Um(G) where
:
k
l=2
1
l+1
|Ui & J l |+
1
2
|Ui & J 1|+
3
4
|Ui & J 0|<1 (*)
for each 1im.
Step 3. For each 1im, place the jobs j # Ui with execution time
e( j)>1(k+1) into at most two sets Ai , Bi with execution times e(Ai), e(Bi)1.
Step 4. For each 1im, apply a bin-packing heuristic (NF, FF, FFD) to
Ui"(Ai _ Bi) where the sets Ai , Bi are placed before into the first and second bin.
Lemma 15. The jobs j # Ui with execution times e( j)>1(k+1) can be placed
into at most two bins.
Proof. Let U be an independent set of jobs j # J with execution times
e( j)>1(k+1) where the inequality (*) (see Step 2 of the algorithm) is satisfied.
We show that the sum j # U e( j)< 32 . This inequality implies directly that we can
separate the jobs into at most two sets A and B with execution times e(A), e(B)1.
Let L=( j1 , ..., jn) be a list of the jobs in U and let i be the smallest index such that
il=1 e( jl)1. If 
i&1
l=1 e( jl)
1
2 then we set A=[ jl | 1li&1] and B=U"A.
Otherwise, if i&1l=1 e( jl)<
1
2 then e( ji)>
1
2 and we set A=[ ji] and B=U"A.
Using the inequality (*), the sum of the execution times can be bounded as
follows:
:
j # U
e( j) :
k
l=2
1
l
|U & J l |+
3
4
|U & J 1|+1 |U & J 0|

3
2 _ :
k
l=2
1
l+1
|U & J l |+
1
2
|U & J 1|+
3
4
|U & J 0|&
<
3
2
} 1=
3
2
. K
Lemma 16. Let k be a positive integer and let L be a list of positive numbers
a1 , ..., an1. Let B1 , ..., Bm (m3) be the set of non-empty bins generated by FF on
L where the first two bins B1 and B2 are filled with all numbers ai>1(k+1). If bi
is the level of bin Bi , 1im, then
:
m
i=1
bi
k+1
k+2
} (m&3)+
k
k+1
+1.
Proof. If m=3, the last bin B3 contains at least one number y1(k+1). Then,
b1 , b2>k(k+1) and b1+b2+b3>1+k(k+1).
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Now, let m>3. If all levels b3 , ..., bm&1(k+1)(k+2), then the inequality
above is true. Therefore, we assume that there is an index j, 3j<m such that
bj<(k+1)(k+2). Choosing the smallest index j with this property, bj $
(k+1)(k+2) for k+1j $<j and j<j $<m. Since Bj contains at least k+1 num-
bers and bj<(k+1)(k+2), there is one number y # Bj with y<1(k+2). There-
fore, we have b1 , b2>(k+1)(k+2) and
:
m
i=1
bi>
k+1
k+2
(m&2)+1

k+1
k+2
(m&3)+
k+1
k+2
+1

k+1
k+2
(m&3)+
k
k+1
+1. K
Theorem 17. For each integer k1:
|Alg 7(FF )\2+ 1k+1+ |*.
Proof. Again, we consider a partition into independent sets U1 , ..., Um where
m is the minimum number of colors in a coloring such that each set Ui satisfies
the inequality (*). Lemma 15 implies that the jobs j # Ui with execution time
e( j)>1(k+1) can be placed into at most two sets. Therefore, we can apply
Lemma 16 and get the following inequality for the optimum value |* of the
scheduling problem:
|*
a
2
+ :
ki=2
1+ :
ki3
_k+1k+2 ki&3
k+1
k+2
+
k
k+1
+1& .
This inequality can be transformed into
:
ki3
ki
k+2
k+1
|*&
k+2
2(k+1)
a& :
ki=2
k+2
k+1
+ :
ki>2
_3&k(k+2)(k+1)2 &
k+2
k+1& .
The algorithm Alg 7(FF ) generates at most
|Alg 7(FF )=a+b+ :
ki=2
2+ :
ki>1
ki

k+2
k+1
|*+a _1& k+22(k+1)&+b+ :ki=2 _2&
k+2
k+1&
+ :
ki>2
_3&2k
2+5k+2
k2+2k+1 & .
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Since
1&
k+2
2(k+1)
<1, 2&
k+2
k+1
<1,
and
3&
2k2+5k+2
k2+2k+1
<1 for each k1,
we obtain
|Alg 7(FF )
k+2
k+1
|*+m

k+2
k+1
|*+|*
=\2+ 1k+1+ |*. K
Corollary 18. The algorithm Alg 7(FF ) runs in polynomial time and has the
absolute worst case ratio 2+= on the following graph classes: cographs and partial
K-trees for constant K.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of scheduling a set J of jobs with execution
times e( j) # [0, 1] and a conflict graph G=(J, E). We were searching for a parti-
tioning of the job set J into independent sets U1 , ..., Um such that j # Ui e( j)1 for
each 1im and m should be minimal. Set Ui is executed on one machine.
Investigating different methods for approximative solutions to this problem we
were able to show the results summarized in Table 1. There, |H is the number of
machines required when the algorithm H is used, and |* is the minimal number
of machines needed.
TABLE I
Summary of the approximation methods
Algorithm H |H
Direct bin-packing A1 |A1=O( |J | ) } |*
Coloring A2 |A22.7 } |*
Precoloring A3 |A32.5 } |*
General Coloring A4 |A4(2+ 13) } |*
General Coloring A5 |A5(2+ 15) } |*
General Coloring A6 |A6(2+ 17) } |*
2-Approximation A7 |A7(2+=) } |*
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The following problems are interesting for further research:
(1) Complexity of 1&PrExt for other graph classes (e.g., chordal graphs).
(2) Approximation algorithms for special graph classes.
(3) Other separation methods to distribute the jobs with long execution
times.
(4) = approximability andor MAX-SNP hardness of the problem for different
graph classes.
Received July 26, 1996; final manuscript received August 7, 1996
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